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Brief Description of the Lesson/Unit: 
 
Students tell the story of themselves using digital technology and including text, 
audio, and visual elements 
 
SD Content Standards: 
 
Reading: 

* Indicator 2: Students are able to evaluate text structures, literary elements,, and 
literary devices within various genres to develop interpretations and form  
 responses. 
Writing 

* Indicator 1: Students are able to use appropriate content, organization, form, 
and style in technical, business, creative, and personal writing. * Indicator 2: 
Students are able to use various strategies and techniques to improve writing quality. 

* Indicator 3: Students are able to use appropriate mechanics, usage, and 
conventions of language. 
Listening/Viewing 

* Indicator 1: Sudents are able to use various listening and viewing strategies in 
social, academic, and occupational situations. 

* Inidicator 2: Students are able to use stragtegies to retrieve, interpret, and 
evaluate ideas/information from various oral/visual sources. 
Speaking 

* Indicator 1: Students are able to use appropriate structure and sequence to 
express ideas and convey information. 

* Indicator 2: Students are able to use appropriate language and presiontation 



style for formal and informal situations. 
 
 

Stage 1:  Identify Desired Results 
 

What enduring understandings are desired? 
Students will gain exposure to, appreciation of, and respect for one another. 

 
What essential questions will guide this unit and focus 

teaching/learning? 
Who are we? 
What makes us each unique? 
How do the places we live in affect the lives we live? 
What makes a good story? 
 
What key knowledge and skills will students acquire as a 

result of this unit? 
Students will acquire... 

* working knowledge of how to manipulate digital cameras and the images 
produced by the equipment; 

* skills to manipulate Windows Movie Maker and/or Photo Story 3 to produce a 
multi-media programabout self; 

* a review of the elements of story, with emphasis on good storytelling 
techniques; 

* understanding of how to incorporate the elements of story into original digital 
stories 

* skills of providing feedback to help peers develop their shows; 
* an appreciation of class members' unique backgrounds, family ties, personal 

interests, and cultural heritage. 
 
What prior learning, interests, misconceptions, and 

conceptual difficulties might be brought to this unit? 
Students have an internal and scholastic background in and understanding of story.  
Most sophomores are intensely interested in themselves.  Not all students in a multi-
cultural environment know the background and internal make-up of their peers.  
Many students in my community do not have technology in their homes (i.e., 
computers, cameras, video equipment).  Some students have not explored the 
practical nature of personal narrative. 

 

Stage 2:  Determine Acceptable Evidence 
 

 



What evidence will show that students understand? 
      

Performance Tasks: 
1. Reading and identifying components of an autobiography the personal 

narrative. 
2. Writing poems about self and place with models provided. 
3. Review of the needs of a listening/viewing audience. 
4. Complete preliminary plans, including bio-lines (timelines) and storyboards. 
5. Take, import, edit and align photos in story format. 
6. Develop a text to complement the photos, and vice versa. 
7. Acquire music to use to background the story. 
8. Write metacognitive statements during production (i.e., What I know; What 

I'm experiencing problems with now; What I need help on; What's going well for 
me; What I've done and What I'll do next). 

9. Preview the show with a select audience of peers. 
10. Complete peer feedback exercises. 
11. Share completed digital story with family members on Parent Conference 

Night 
12. Complete a self-assessment of the project in essay form. 
13. Write a unit exam focusing on the essential questions of this exploration. 
 
Other Evidence: 
Quizzes, Tests, Prompts, Work Samples (summarized): 
 
1. Exit slips for daily work reports. 
2. Metacognitive statements at each major state of data retrieval, use, and 

synthesis. 
3. A class rubric applied to the final class viewing of all shows. 
 
Unprompted Evidence: (observations, dialogues, etc.) 
 
1. Daily observations and consultations with teacher and peers. 
2. Dialogues with friends and family. 
 
Student Self-Assessment 
 
Students will assess the progress of their learning, their conflicts with technology, 
their key learnings, how well their stories incorporated traditional story elements, and 
their use of time. 

 



Stage 3:  Plan Learning Experiences and Instruction 
 

 
 What sequence of teaching and learning experiences will 
equip students to develop and demonstrate the desired 
understandings? 

 
Major Learning Activities:  
1. Determine characteristics of self and place. 
2. Determine how to visualize (through photography or video) those characteristics 
that help to tell the story. 
3. Establish a preliminary storyboard or working outline. 
4. Learn how to operate digital camera equipment and how to save, load, and edit 
pictures. 
5. Import pictures, audio and text to either Movie Maker or Photo Story 3. 
6. Define and create a rubric for a first (preliminary) evaluation. 
7. Revise story text, pictures and audio. 
8. Show the digital story to audiences of peers and parents. 
9. Assess learning (recounting process, problems, solutions, and connections to 
traditional literary format of "story." 
10. Unit exam: Answer the Essential Questions in essay format. 
 
Materials & Resources (technology & print):  
* George Ella Lyon, "Where I'm From" in the book Where I'm From  
* CD (Audio) Rural Voices Radio 
* Windows Movie Maker and/or Photo Story 3 
* Digital cameras, scan disks, jump drives (for storage of shows) 
* Scanner (for scanning available family photos) 
* Non-fiction memoirs from Adventures in Literature (10) 

-- "Typhoid Fever" by Frank McCourt, from Angela's Ashes 
-- "It Can't be Helped"  by Jeanne Wakatsuki Hudson, from Farewell to Manzanar 

 
Management:  
 
Assistance from the school technology resource person is very helpful, perhaps even 
crucial.  The storage of these memory-hungry programs, as well as managing the 
drafts, depends a great deal on the available network. 
 
Support Services and Special Teacher Notes: 
 
See above 
 
Extensions and Adaptation: 



 
Each of these shows is so individual that the assignment adapts to each student 
readily. 

 
Stage 4:  Plan Differentiation 

 
 
 What differentiated instruction strategies are being used in 
this lesson/unit? 

 
Differentiated Process:  
 
* The teacher should establish a minimum length (1-2 minutes) so that most students 
can readily work within manageable boundaries.  However, many students will create 
shows 3-5 minutes in length.  In no way should the assessment, evaluation, or grading 
process be predicated on length alone.   
* Early in the process of creating their stories, students should be led through a 
discussion of what makes a good story, based on their reading of selections provided 
by the teacher.  This discussion should feature student-derived ideas of what makes a 
good story.   
* Listing the elements of a good story, and having students write metacognitively as 
they work, will encourage students to compare digital story to traditional "text" 
stories.  As students write, or orally share their processes, the teacher can easily note 
who needs extra assistance and/or added time to complete each task. 
* It's also a good idea to lead a discussion of audience -- a key element in any writer's 
sights.  Students of all abilities can think about how their story will affect their 
audience, especially if that audience is famiy.   
* When discussing audience with students, and when working through metacognitive 
tasks, offer the alternative of scribing thoughts for students who have difficulty 
framing their thinking in essay form.   
* The parameters each student establishes-- because they fits his/her concept of show, 
story and audience-- should form the basis for the preliminary and final rubrics for 
assessment. 
* Students whose familiarity with equipment is minimal may need more time to 
"play" with pictures and picture editing features. 
* Students whose writing skills require extra monitoring for error should be given an 
opportunity to work with a peer partner/editor as the shows are created. 
 
Differentiated Content:  

 
* The content of each digital story is adapted by each student as he/she sees fit.  
Almost every student has a unique vision of life, place, and story.  The teacher should 
urge them to represent themselves.   



* Celebrate each individual's unique capacities and interests.  In the all-class show 
prior to the parent conference show, celebrate each student's unique contributions to 
the "class story." 
* The peer assessments and preliminary rubrics should have comments and insights 
to revision rather than grades as standards. 
* Review the base standards for successful completion of the digital story 
often, and encourage all students to submit a final product because the 
shows prove mastery of the standards. 
 
Differentiated Product:  

 
These digital stories are as different as the students.  Each represents the students' 
unique perspectives, abilities, and capabilities. 
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